MADRID PROTOCOL

Model Form 5: Final Disposition on Status of a Mark – Statement of Total or Partial Grant of Protection Following a Provisional Refusal (Rule 18ter(2) of the Common Regulations) [Note for filing]

An Office may use this form where it has previously notified the International Bureau of a total or partial provisional refusal (using Model Form 3A or 3B) and, after having completed all its procedures, has now decided to grant protection to some or all of the goods and services listed in the international registration. This decision concluded all procedures before the Office.

The Office shall tick only one of the boxes in item (iv) to indicate whether protection is total or partial.

Where protection is granted for all goods and services, no further indication is required in item (iv).

Where protection is granted to some of the goods and services, a clear indication of the goods and services that are protected shall be provided. This indication could be, for instance, “all goods (or all services) in class X”.

Where a further review or appeal against this decision before an authority outside the Office is still possible, the Office should provide the information in item (vi), where available.